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About This Game

"Rebirth of Island" is a hardcore survival game taking place in a wild, unknown world ruled with its own laws and customs.
Your name is Gaius, an astronaut from Earth. You were sent on a space expedition in order to find a greater, more refined
planet to occupy. Unfortunately, your ship was hit and you must crash land on a nearby unknown planet full of dangerous

creatures. Your primary goal is to survive and to find your true calling on this mysterious planet.

 Key points:

 Procedurally Generated Planet: After each death a new planet with its own climate, rules, peculiarities and inhabitants
appears.

 Goals: You need to survive! Collect resources you need, build your shelter, and adapt to your dangerous surroundings.
Try not to let your settlers die! Help them survive the many dangerous nights ahead.
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 The distribution of energy and resources: You have to build shelters for your settlers, feed and protect them. In
exchange, they will work for you. You can assign them to extract resources, build new homes, and run maintenance on
any built homes.

 Continuous Updates: Join the active community to help shape the game's future! Give feedback, and participate in
discussions with the developer and other players.

Official pages:
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Title: Rebirth of Island
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Yo_Serjio
Publisher:
Yo_Serjio
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7

Processor: Dual Core 2,2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 512mb Video Memory, capable of Shader Model 2.0+

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Additional Notes: If playing on a Laptop, please make sure it has a discrete graphics card.

English,Russian
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So far I have only played about 30 minutes of this game. For an EA game, it offers a lot. The Dev is quick to answer questions
regarding the game. I feel that this game is going somewhere good and I plan to continue to play it.

Great Work on the visual aspect of game play. Beautiful game map design. In game sounds are great.

Please keep up the great work on this game One Room Games.. A cool little experience. May be a bit pricey for some, but I was
genuinely engaaged the entire time, and couldn't put it down until I was finished. Well done.. Didn't like it.... I actually really
enjoyed this story. I will say though that the ending seemed very rushed. It does have some decent replay value though. I'd give
this a 7\/10.. Geez, this reminded me of how Valve GUI's used to be.

PROS: This game still controls quite well, holding a sense of realism in the classic WWII shooter feel. You feel as powerful as
you do brittle, giving a good balance in multiplayer matches. The controls have weight to them, making it so jumping about is
often a poor choice. The official maps have different paths, some even through the buildings that provide additional paths to the
objectives.

CONS: The stiff bit of weight in the controls may be a bit of a downside for some people. The biggest con, though, is the lack
of game modes. This makes it so many of the maps do feel a little samey, but that's always a hiccup with some online games.
The game also lacks any story, keeping the game to online only.

ACHIEVEMENTS: Mostly grind based, they aren't really that difficult to go through. A few situational based ones can
eventually be gotten if one runs into them mid game, but the grind based require 150-500 kills with each weapon, 1000 kills per
class, and 5000 kills per team.

FINAL: This game can still be fun if one is looking for a classic WWII multiplayer shooter. Though it has been outclassed, Day
of Defeat: Source still is a solid and enjoyable game with an active player base. Give it a try if you'd like to see how Valve
Source shooters used to be.. Even after all this time, Silo 2 is one of my modeling programs; it's fast, it's efficient, it's
uncluttered, and it's simply a straight shooter in the modeling world.

I don't think there's a package out there that makes extruding solid and subdivision models as easy as Silo does.

Of course, keep in mind, Silo 2 is pretty much only a modeler... it doesn't nothing else, but what it does it does very well.. "Hold
on a sec, are those...aaaaaaaaaaaAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHH!!!". An emotional rollercoaster of a game about two brothers
being forced to steal from the rich to pay for their overdue rent.. yop, nice paintings. fast but real good game. I hope that it will
continue. this game crashes all of the time i cant even get in game any more. If you now how to fix it plz contact me
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10\/10 Would fap to it again. (P.S. Level 2 has the hottest scenes). This game consists of two things: a frustratingly awkward
control mechanic, and punishment of the slightest mistake. Pass.

Two-dozen positive reviews as I write this, but not one of those reviewers hit 10 hours of play. I suspect most of the playtimes
over an hour were just idling for cards.. It is a mobile game in the PC. It has some addictiviness to it, but terrible level desing
(more below). Altough it is clear that the developers like Hayao Miyazaki work and got some inspiration from the Kiki's
Delivery Service movie, the game does not have the art style nor the charm of Studio Ghibli. The screen-shots on steam can be a
little bit deceiving.

The game is about not crashing your broom in the numerous obstacles, including the ground and clouds above. The problem is
that there are many "doors", that open and close right after check points, which does not add real difficulty but makes the player
wait until it opens to restart playing, in a game that like Super Meat Boy, requires the player the master by repetition. Also,
check points are either too close or too far from one another (altough, to be fair, the player is the one who manages it since you
buy the check points with coins you aquire through the level).

One of the aspects that I find nice on the gameplay was the incetive to explore to find all letters and coins, but this is also bad
executed becouse of the level desing. In a game where the challenge is to move without crashing, this game has too many dead
ends, which punishes exploration far from check points.

The game is a good way to kill time, tough. It is addictive and I didn't see the time pass and got my mind away from everyday
problems (even if I was frustrated by the bad level design).

It sure is worth the money it demands, but is it worth your time? It is up to you to decide.

EDIT: I forgot to mention, but as of now we still can't use the menus with a game pad. Which is not a horrible thing, we can use
the mouse, but shows lack of pollishing.. I wasn't really expecting much since it was a cheap game but hey I played free otome
games and they were awesome, and I was really disappointed with this one.

The story was short and too simple, and you don't get hints on how your answers affect the relationship with the characters, and
the answer options are repetitive. Even if you end up with different characters, THE OPTIONS THAT LEADS TO THE
ENDING REMAINS THE SAME FOR BOTH. There's no difference!! Even the lines are same; modified abit according to
characters.

There was this one annoying cut scene where all the characters went clubbing in the club and it was a video of real life people in
the club, found it annoying that they: 1. didn't put a skip button, i had to endure the whole scene. 2. They made it clear in the
beginning to make the game korean as possible, but the video was full of white people, even one of the characters who were
supposedly dj-ing turned white here lol. It looks lazy AF to me.

I wouldn't recommend this game, if you're interested in alot of endings because to me, there seems to be only two : accept the
character then move or leave.. Fun game based off of a nice gimmick. This wont keep you playing for a while, but its a nice
concept and could have been better with some story elements similar to Shenmue for dreamcast \/ Xbox.. This suit is the best
suit in the game. It only cancels foot steps when caclening keep that in mind when using it tho. this ost makes me feel like a
powerful gothic loli
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